Making Connections: Cards, Quotes, and Images

A creative and playful introduction to InGlobal Learning Design resources for groups of any size, intended to expand thinking and make connections between ideas.

INGREDIENTS

- Design Mindset Cards
- Image/Quote Cards
- A large swath of plain paper, attached to a wall
- Giant sticky notes
- Markers
- Tape

METHOD

1. Pick a DESIGN MINDSET CARD and an IMAGE or QUOTE card at random.
2. Thinking about the image or quote together with the Design Mindset card you picked, what connections can you make? What questions and curiosities does it inspire?
3. On a large sticky note, draw a sketch or write a word that represents one connection or curiosity.
4. Tape the cards to the sticky note and tape the whole thing to this board. Add your name or a business card if you like.

Visit www.inglobal.org to purchase "ingredients" and find out more about InGlobal Learning Design services and activities.